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Truck tyre changer MS 70 | RAL5015 | 400V
Universal fitting technology up to 26" rim diameter | up to a wheel width of 800 mm | adjustable hydraulic pressure and clamping force
Article number: 1 694 200 070

The technical design of the MS 70 allows easy fitting of all
tyres to a maximum wheel width of 800 mm.
The bi-directional robust wheel clamping device ensures a
high degree of safety when fitting and dismantling wheel
assemblies.
The hydraulic pressure arm maintains exceptional movement
during the process. These are features of Beissbarth products
which universally acclaimed as innovative as well as practical.

Sturdy jaw clamp

Each wheel is firmly held by four clamping jaws. The clamping
jaws allows bi-direction of the device for easy removal and
fitting of tyres. These features bring reliability and robustness
as part of the Beissbarth approach to technology.

Practical details

The pressure roller can be turned to two positions and locked.
This makes breaking of tyre beads easier. The fitting hook is
used for wheels with tubes or commercial vehicles.
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Truck tyre changer MS 75 | RAL5015 | 400V
Tyre Fitting for all commercial and agricultural vehicles | Rim diameter 14 - 42", with clamp extension until 56" | up to a wheel width of 910 mm | adjustable hydraulic pressure | two rotational speeds
Article number: 1 694 200 074

MS 75 - first choice for tyres on trucks, buses and agricultural
vehicles up to a wheel width of 910 mm.
The adjustable hydraulic pressure ensures safe
fitting/dismantling of alloy wheel assemblies.
The large fitting carriage and the maximum pressure force of
3.7 t enable work on super-singles and heavy commercial
vehicle wheels.
The 4-jaw clamping unit can be rotated in either direction with
e choice of two speeds.
All of these factors make the MS 75 the ideal universal fitting
device for your company.

Portable control unit

The mobile low-voltage control panel enables singlehanded
operation of the tyre changer. Your ability to observe the
operation is not compromised where safety is concerned.

Sturdy jaw clamp

Each wheel is firmly held by four clamping jaws. The twin
speed rotation of the clamping device makes fitting and
dismantling much easier.
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Truck tyre changer MS 78 | RAL5015 | 400V
Safe tyre fitting for commercial vehicles | Rim diameter 14 - 42", with clamp extension until 56" | 6-point jaw clamp | Easy to use - with joystick
Article number: 1 694 200 079

Repair workshops that work principally with big commercial
vehicles and agricultural machinery take up the MS 78 for the
tyre-fitting service.
Not just because the robust design guarantees that it can be
used safely. But mainly due to its outstanding fitting
technology and its ease of use - operators manipulate a
joystick on the portable operating console, optionally with
remote control.
No need to send customers away because you cannot handle
their tyres - not even customers operating tractors, or timber
skidders, for example.
Because the MS 78 means fitting technology for every size.

Joystick or radio control

The MS 78 comes as standard with a mobile operating
console with joystick. This ensures that the machine is easy
and safe to use from any position. Wireless version as option.

6-point jaw clamp

This is a crucial feature of perfect grip. Clamping jaws hold
each wheel firmly at six points. So rims cannot slip while you
are fitting the tyre.

Protection for aluminium rims

Clamping jaws can grab gently - when necessary - with
sensitive joystick operation and plastic fixings (extra option) in
the clamping jaws.
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Truck tyre changer MS 78 RC | RAL5015 | 400V
Safe tyre fitting for commercial vehicles | Rim diameter 14 - 42", with clamp extension until 56" | 6-point jaw clamp | Easy to use - with radio control
Article number: 1 694 200 081

Repair workshops that work principally with big commercial
vehicles and agricultural machinery take up the MS 78 RC for
the tyre-fitting service.
Not just because the robust design guarantees that it can be
used safely. But mainly due to its outstanding fitting
technology and its ease of use - operators manipulate with
remote control.
No need to send customers away because you cannot handle
their tyres - not even customers operating tractors, or timber
skidders, for example.
Because the MS 78 RC means fitting technology for every
size.

Wireless control

The MS 78 RC comes with a remote control. This ensures that
the machine is easy and safe to use from any position.

6-point jaw clamp

This is a crucial feature of perfect grip. Clamping jaws hold
each wheel firmly at six points. So rims cannot slip while you
are fitting the tyre.

Protection for aluminium rims

Clamping jaws can grab gently - when necessary - with
sensitive joystick operation and plastic fixings (extra option) in
the clamping jaws.

Also available as a version with mobile operating console with
joystick (item no. 1 694 200 079).
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Truck tyre changer MS 80 | RAL5015 | 400V
Superlative tyre changing - A new dimension in quality and strength | Rim diameter 14 - 60" (with clamp extension) | up to a wheel width of 1550 mm
Article number: 1 694 200 083

Beissbarth’s largest tyre changer isn’t outfaced by anything. It
can easily change tyres of up to 3 metres in diameter on wheels
weighing up to 2.8 tons - all at the touch of a button. Thanks to
its large clamping range, the MS 80 can also handle light trucks,
heavy duty trucks, agricultural vehicles and trailers.

All functions are hydraulic and controlled using the joysticks on
the operating unit, with a bead breaker force of over 4 tons.

Under control

A lot helps a lot. Large and heavy wheels are held safely in
place with the patented 6-clamp coupling and no longer move
- even during extremely difficult mountings
Chuck with bi-directional rotation function

Gentle giant

If needs be, the MS 80 can also grip very gently - thanks to its
regulated hydraulic pressure and plastic clamps (available as
accessories).
Adjustable hydraulic pressure for light wheels

Quick Tool Setup

High performing pivoting tool with bead breaker disc and
mounting/demounting hook
Quick tool set-up fully controlled through the remote control
with tangency positioning (patented)

Color: RAL5015
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Inflation Cage | for truck tyres
Safe inflation of truck tyres of up to 1500m in diameter
Article number: 1 694 302 032

Safety First!

Protects user during inflation of industrial tyres with a diameter of
up to 1500mm.

The special type of perforated mesh enclosing the structure
minimizes the shock wave which might be generated by a tyre
burst.

Note: Tubeless inflation kit and the electronic inflation control
need to be ordered separately.
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IMPORTANT NOTES
Please notice: This list contains spare parts, too.
Without instruction or assembly.
Delivery ex works including packaging.

VERSION 2023.05.24 – PRICES ON REQUEST

Starting from now all previous lists will lose their validity.
Please read our general terms and conditions in the latest version before ordering; to be found under www.beissbarth.com.
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